The article is aimed at the problem of language-thought interrelation which has always been of great interest to philosophers and linguists as the former is inconceivable without the latter; thus, language and thought are inseparable. Although the question of language-thought interconnection has been studied by many linguists, there is no generally accepted approach to the distinction of their interdependence and convergence. One approach to the problem, for instance, relies on regarding “language as thought and thought as language” (M. Müller), the other approach, which the article is focused on, consists in underlying their inequality even though they form organic unity (A. Potebnya). Scientific works of distinguished linguists about thought objectification have been investigated. The issues of language-experience and language-culture interrelation as well as their correspondence to the subject of the article have been analyzed. Relation of the first type is of primary significance since experience is fundamental to formation of knowledge and, therefore, culture as well as words that constitute language classes. Being component part of a specific language class each word possesses the meaning somehow connected with the type of experience the class describes; the name of the class is also general and applicable to each of its constituents. Accumulated knowledge and experience are shared by means of words, i.e. objectified in language units. Full objectification is only possible when words are combined together into meaningfully complete patterns, which makes language a communication tool. As communication may be of verbal and non-verbal forms, it cannot equate with language; however, human language and communication share common properties which are described by the article.
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Introduction. Language is the most distinctive and universal means of human communication used to represent phenomena of objective reality and external world in human minds. The representational nature of language is the result of thorough historical selection from the whole bunch of language means which testify to the depth of human cognitive activity, evolution of thinking, social order and culture.

Evolutionary nature of language has always been strongly emphasized by linguists. For instance, in the book “Language: Its Nature, Development and Origin” O. Jespersen wrote: “… a language or a word is no longer taken as something given once for all, but as a result of previous development and at the same time as the starting-point for subsequent development” [5, p.7].

Being a product of historical and evolutionary processes, language, through accumulation and dissemination of knowledge, and skills, becomes constitutive historical heritage inseparable from its speakers, their consciousness. The relationship between a human and language may be represented as the indivisible chain: ‘thought – language – communication’ or ‘language – thought – communication’ which component parts bear strong relations of interdependence and convergence. Relationships between links of the abovementioned chain have always been of great interest to philosophers and linguists.

The aim of the article is to analyze approaches to the distinction of language and thought as well as the relation of experience and culture to the article’s subject matter; identify the role of language means and communication in thought objectification process.

To the problem of language and thought. The question of language-thought interrelation was first brought up by philosophers of Ancient Greece who used the
term ‘logos’ to unify categories of being (universe), thinking (concept, reason, sense) and language (speech, language, statement). This issue also received a lot of consideration in the book ‘Science of Thought’ by M. Müller according to whom: “Language is thought and thought is language”, “Language and intellect are identical” [7, pp.11-18].

The problem of interrelation between language and thought was not ignored by A. Potebnya, a distinguished philosopher and linguist of the 19th century, who unlike M. Müller believed that spheres of language and thought do not coincide. He was strongly convinced that thought and language cannot be equal in status although they form organic unity.

As a result of his analysis of the relationship between thought and word A. Potebnya concluded that: “Language is not a means of expressing an already formulated thought but a means of creating it...It is not a reflection of an established world outlook but the activity which leads to its establishment. In order to become aware of his emotional states, to apprehend his external perceptions, man has to objectify each of them in a word and to relate this word to other words” [7, p.19]. Despite admitting the fact that some basic and simple generalizations may be possible without words, the philosopher considers the word, a combination of meaning and sound, to be a basic means used to convey the speaker’s thoughts.

The idea about inequality of language and thought formulated by the philosopher is widely supported by modern scientists. Ida Kurcz, for instance, confirms that we cannot identify human thought with language because there exist many forms of nonlinguistic, imagelike thoughts in adults as well as in pre-linguistic children” [6, p.5]. Although practical communication problems may be overcome by pre-verbal children and thoughts may be expressed non-verbally, speech that serves as an articulate language actuation of ideas may change them fundamentally.

**Language representation of ideas and thoughts.** Language is an instrument for material objectification of individual abstract ideas. However, once it is formulated and uttered (language verbal means have been used to objectify it) the idea goes beyond the boundaries of an individual thought and is transformed into an element of public domain. Thus, to ‘materialize’ ideas one should make use of words as basic language means common to a particular culture.

A. Potebnya said, after A. von Humboldt, that: “We are confined within the boundaries of our language and we can only step out of it by stepping into another language; this means that we are forced to use the heritage of the past embodied in the language of our culture” [8, p.249]. This fact provides for the establishment of language as non-optional, culturally and historically justified instrument used to fully and comprehensively actualize ideas existing in the individual’s mind. Therefore, thinking “is dependent upon concepts which are tied to language” [8, p.250].

Customary use of language and its units is also outlined in works of O. Jespersen who considering the problem of language equates the use of words in communication process with a habit: “The only unimpeachable definition of a word is that it is a human habit, an habitual act on the part of one human individual which has, or may have, the effect of evoking some idea in the mind of another individual” [5, pp.7-8].

L. Bloomfield, who is widely known as a founder of American structuralism, described language as a constantly changing unity whose units are dual representations of human cognitive process that relate sounds to meanings, though the relation may be vague: “The change of language in time is of interest in the present connection because its phases again illustrate the absence of any conservative relation between sound and sense” [1, p.16]. In his scientific work the linguist puts specific attention to accumulative nature of the word used as an instrument of
knowledge preservation and changes it may undergo in course of time. L. Bloomfield reviews language as opposed to gestures and associative character of the first; he admits that associative relations of type ‘experience – word’ may deviate and become vague making bonds between the word’s lexical meaning (semantics) and experience (objective reality) nihilate.

Associative relations as underlying relations between words in the system of language were also addressed by A. Meillet for whom the word is association of meaning with a sound complex the use of which is defined grammatically [9, p.151]. Associative and grammatical relations between units within language structure are of great importance as the former relate the language to external world while the latter standardize the language use and relate objective phenomena expressed with the help of words to grammatical categories.

Grammatical categories characteristic of each particular word class are one of the means that objectify human ideas and thoughts; they are used to generalize meaning of a particular word by referring it to the whole class of language units, e.g. common to all verbs is grammatical meaning of procedurality etc. Thus, each uttered word is automatically identified with the word class already existing in language which makes it possible ‘to connect one's own special ideas with the existing ideas’ [8, p.250]. However, language is not only dictionary, but also a system of grammatical rules that helps combine its component parts into sentences. It is impossible to combine language elements into meaningful units without making them grammatically relative to each other. Therefore, language is a combination of grammatically relevant elements whose primary purpose is to serve as means of conveying thoughts.

**Language and communication.** Linguistics treats language as a tool of thought (cognition) and a tool of communication. E. Sapir says that language is purely human and non-instinctive method of community ideas, emotions, and desire by means of a system of voluntary produced symbols [3, p.4].

Regarding language as a conventional and generally accepted communication tool, O. Jespersen points out that to one of its most distinctive features belongs functionality: “A language is nothing but a function of certain living human beings. Language is purposeful activity and we should never lose sight of the speaking individuals and of their purpose in acting in this particular way” [5, p.7].

Being intrinsic to humans, language is not and cannot be identical with communication, for the last may encompass different nonverbal forms; however, human language and communication may share common properties as the former is an instrument of the latter. Specific language properties distinguishing it from other human and animal communication systems were duly formulated and described in scientific works of many well-known philosophers and linguists (Aristotle, L. Bloomfield, L. Das, C. Hockett, Plato, F. de Saussure etc.).

According to L. Das properties common to language and communication are:

1) Displacement: Capacity to produce messages that can refer to past and future time, and to other locations [3, p.5].

This property of language was first outlined in the work ‘The Origin of Speech” by the remarkable structuralist C. Hockett [4], who introduced the approach of differentiating between human and animal communication systems based on 13 design-features of language as purely human communication tool. Displacement is an obvious, but deterministic language property as no other human or animal system enables people to talk about every possible place in present, past or future. Thus, human communication is not confined to a particular time or location.
Displacement is one of multiple communication properties which reflect language-thought interrelation as language is a means used to materialize the results of human thinking processes (concepts), which are not limited by a communication situation; it is a combination of lexical units which – when used apart – stand for individual discrete concepts, and grammatical rules that serve as an instrument of combining those concepts into one complete meaningful whole reflecting objective reality through the grammatical category of tense.

2) Arbitrariness: There is no one-to-one correspondence between a linguistic form and its meaning [3, p. 5].

The idea of arbitrariness as language property was first brought up by ancient Greeks. Aristotle, for instance, stressed that there is no possible correlation between the objects signified and sounds used as their signifiers. Arbitrariness is a language property that provides for the existence of various languages through time and space as well as transference of meaning and linguistic change.

The importance of arbitrariness was largely emphasized by F. de Saussure and C. Hockett. Although he concentrated on the arbitrary nature of speech, F. de Saussure stressed that signs in writing are also arbitrary and language is not a set of predefined signifiers.

The arbitrariness principle can be applied not only to the sign, but to the whole sign-system. The fundamental arbitrariness of language is apparent from the observation that each language involves different distinctions between one signifier and another (e.g. 'tree' and 'free') and between one signified and another (e.g. 'tree' and 'bush'). The signified is clearly arbitrary if reality is perceived as a seamless continuum (which is how Saussure sees the initially undifferentiated realms of both thought and sound [2] and which makes arbitrariness yet another property of language-thought interrelation).

3) Productivity: The ability to be creative and to produce utterances not heard before [3, p.5]. It is productivity of language that enables speakers to produce an indefinite number of new utterances and understand them. Thus, human thoughts may be objectified in a variety of forms both written and spoken.

4) Cultural transmission: Language does not develop automatically if there is no culture to transmit it to the young members [3, p.5].

Culture is a set of knowledge, beliefs, customs etc. typical of members of a specific society. To be able to transmit culture, language means are divided into separate classes; each of them consists of certain words used to actualize certain experiences of life and has a general name that can be somehow applied to each word belonging to it. As experiences of different nations may be similar or vary greatly, this provides for the existence of similar and rather distinct experience classes in each language.

Therefore, the lexicon of each language includes words signifying common and peculiar to a nation objects and facts of objective reality which makes language a social phenomenon formed during a long period of time. Language is historical reflection of ancestors’ experience that is manifested in language units, shared among the nation’s members and common to them. Each language is a store of nation’s knowledge and experience which are results of human thinking processes arbitrarily assigned to specific language units.

5) Discreteness: The sounds used in language are meaningfully distinct and discrete [3, p.5]. Since as a result of combination of diverse language sounds numerous words with numerous meanings may be coined, language discreteness determines another important language property: duality.

6) Duality: Distinct sounds and distinct meanings [3, p.5]. Language is a number of sounds which when used separately are meaningless phonemes; however,
they form a meaningful whole when combined with each other. The meaning of words, which are the result of sound combination patterns, depends on types and a number of sounds used to form them. Duality is a property that helps prevent an overload of language units since a number of distinct sounds can produce an infinitely large quantity of new words.

Conclusions. Language is a set of words as basic language elements since they are somehow connected with other language units, i.e. phonemes, morphemes, phrases and sentences. Being compounds of different language sounds, words are units of dual nature, i.e. each of them has an expression plane (a set of sounds) and a content plane. The content plane of each word is a meaning which is the result of human experience and cognition processes objectified in a thought and manifested by the word.

On the one hand, each language unit is a means used to serve the purpose of objectification and manifestation of human thoughts. On the other hand, human thoughts are largely dependent on language and means used to actualize them; the combination of words (and lower-level language units that are words' component parts) helps speakers realize thoughts to the full extent and communicate them to interlocutors. Language and communication are inseparable since the former provides for thoughts’ expression and the latter for thoughts’ apprehension; thus, they are characterized by common properties which make both language and communication unique communication phenomena among existing animal and human systems aimed at information exchange.
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мозв'язку мови та думки вивчалося

шлась в виді спілкування (Lecture notes).

может принимать

противоречие между ними. Были рассмотрены и проанализированы

вопросы взаимосвязей типа "язык – мысль" (М. Мюллер), а другой, являющийся об

ъектом фокуса статьи,

обладают рядом общих особенностей, описанных в статье.

вербальную и невербальную форму, она

превращающие язык в средство коммуникации. Поскольку коммуникация может принимать

внекультурную форму, она – неравнозначная языку. Однако, язык и коммуникация

обладают рядом общих особенностей, описанных в статье.
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